Feb 2, 2017
Also, remember the line that data comes into E'Asha on is *always* tapped. There are literally factions
on the planet that have the technology to spy on the line. We used to hear about this when it was
stated that data was on "Security Clearance" ... meaning it was withheld until the times during the
workshop so that the GA's downstepping could be guaranteed to at least go into/through the fields of
people attending the WS that were known to be working the KRYSTHL/Law of One agenda. But it was
always known that other factions of Melchizedek were out there listening and waiting to twist the data
to their various agendas.
The fact that the data line is tapped has actually been a concern of mine lately with the long delays for
releasing data to people who are trying to follow the original teachings. The longer the data is delayed
... the more time the line-listeners have to disseminate the data in a twisted manner to their ground
crews.

Feb 9, 2017
I'll answer your question a couple of ways:
After there is a split in the core of the shield, it is prudent to be on the lookout for patterns. For
example, the pattern of sudden reversals in the teachings. There have been several. I'll name three
important reversals.
Mother Earth -> Father Earth. The teachings always confirmed the organic EirA/in-breath gender of the
planet. However, I think Aruba was the first time SP1 suddenly started teaching a gender polarity
reversal (the impact of that can not be understated). In Aug 2014 she went further and asserted that
she had always been teaching Father Earth.
1/3 ... 2/3 ... now All have ascension potential. The teachings always stated that a maximum of 1/3 of
the population has ascension potential and the other 2/3rds have other options. Then after the split
the ascension potential was taught in the reverse. Suddenly 2/3rds had ascension potential ("Shift")
and the rest were going to "Sift." Extreme discernment would be to wonder what changed? How did
billions of people who are not consciously choosing bioregenesis get grandfathered into ascension
potential?
Crop Circle goes from KRYSTHL to anti-KRYSTHL and that forms the basis for Virtues 14 & 15 to be
introduced. Admittedly seeing this as a reversal does require one to have a more tough-love approach
to SP1. But the fact that the introduction of two critical ShA-DahLuun Virtues is based on a sudden

reversal of the geometry of a crop circle that the GA clearly instructed was KRYSTHL ... well, that kind
of lack of discernment has been a problem in every other failure of the mission.
Another pattern that always occurs when missions are failing is "Disappearing the Teachings." This has
been warned by SP1 herself. She asserted it was a ploy undertaken by the bad Speakers. But the
bottom line is that in a very short period of time, the Keylontic Dictionary was forced offline, the
Freedom Teachings disappeared from the market, Voyagers went out of print. Ten years of work
vanished from public access.
The explanation that remains on the site for why the teachings are no longer available is that certain
faces need to be removed as part of the divorce agreement. Respectfully, that is not true. The divorce
agreement was provided to the Shield and it only specifies that SP2 & SP3 are forbidden from using
SP1's image. Not that she is forbidden from using theirs. Then there was a story line about the missing
Masters. Again, respectfully that does not hold water. Copies can be made and marketed/streamed
without the original Master.
Another pattern is diminishing transparency. Transparency is a critical part of healing and returning to
synocracy and the Law of One. Since the split information has slowed and transparency has dwindled.
Other patterns include:
increased separation - more/smaller splinter groups, and many activated people completely
abandoning the teachings for other paradigms
decreased discernment - how many people saw a problem when SP1 walked the Black Road (which
was clearly identified as related to activating the Toral Rift) just before the Pope visited the 3 Phi-Ex
sites (NY, DC, & Philly) with huge crowds of people?
OK ... so that's enough scary stuff (I have lots more, but I think I've made my point). I do see some very
troubling things. And in case you're wondering my point is not to attack E'Asha. To the contrary it is to
try to help her finally succeed. It is *hopefully* to help people on the shield recognize their own
powerful contribution to the trajectory of the shield.
The speakers to do not choose the trajectory of their shield.
SP1 was right when she said in 2012 that it was NOT the actions of SP2 & SP3 that led to them being
put into protectorate status. It was the fact that their shields were pulling on them (IMO this could be
because most of the shield passively abdicates accountability and discernment to the Speakers)

What does that mean? Are those who choose to avoid uncomfortable discernment, or just to accept
the "new normal" definitions of boogeymen on the Violet Shield making KRYSTHL choices? It seems
that most do not hold themselves accountable for *everything* that happens to them, and instead
choose to believe divine intervention will pull them out of a multi-level fall (Milky Way fell from Rajna
Sun in M31, Earth fell from Tara). Does that sound Self-Sovereign, Self-Actualized, Fearless, Whu-SeN',
Pa-SUN...?
What do you think it looks like on the ground when these missions are failing? Do you think there are
huge red flags and everyone knows for sure it's failing? ... and they knowingly choose to get trapped in
time? Or do you think there is a really intoxicating story about how suddenly everyone is ascending
together along with the whole planet?
So, I guess its clear by now that I'm opting not to choose a soft-fluffy response :) We'll see how this
goes ... I will respect whatever this group chooses with regard to my participation here. I will not
violate freewill choice. I am very accustomed to the shunning machine. Also, please know the tenor
and length of this response is not intended to be reflective of you in any way. I don't know you, but
maybe now you know me better :)
Now for the GOOD news ...Fail Safe is real. For sure. My understanding is a bit different than what is
being taught (shocker, eh?) It is fail safe for the rest of the KRYSTHL worlds ... not Fail Safe for a world
that persistently chooses victimizing. And the rest of the good news is we have a TON of teachings on
this planet that can individually set us free if we make different choices than we have made every
other time when these missions have failed. I am making different choices. I am speaking my truth, I
am standing in my power and I am healing myself. My contributions to previous failures was to focus
on how my twin was rejecting me and to blame Melchizedek for my pain. No more!
WOW ... that's been pent-up for a couple hundred billion years! Anyway, to answer you question more
directly ... I do see the 2017 iteration of the mission as very similar to every other instance (an attempt
to trick incarnates into using their freewill choice to get trapped in time) with one significant
difference...
Fail Safe is there for people who stick to the basics; who are fully accountable for everything that
happens to them; who use discernment (especially about the teachings that came in after the split);
who do their own self healing rather than relying on a magic activation (self-healing is brutal, hard
work ... but it works!)
And by self-healing I do mean working with your own morphogenetic fields, the ones that manifest this
DN1 body. Focusing on fields or codes or activations from some far off place does not feel relevant to
healing my contemporary self. Even though I know I have downstepped from far off places, I am

breathing here. So here is where my power is, and here is where I focus. I'll heal my far-off selves when
I'm manifestly focused there.
A few more things under the heading of transparency:
1. I stopped doing the KDDL techs at KDDL 1 when I saw SP1 cross left-over-right in the first journey
while she was surrounded by the color white. These are both ManA indicators and the whole thing felt
reversed to me because she is the EirA Core of the local shield. I still buy/subscribe to KDDL but for
information only. I have never projected to the pool for example. I review the KDDL materials with
extreme discernment.
2. Similarly I do not accept silver-seed as predominantly related to the in-breath return. Silver is
ManA/out-breath. Gold is EirA/in-breath. I've been invoking and self-activating Gold for the past few
years. But I must add that may just be me because I have rose anatomy (as opposed to lotus). So, I'm
not saying anything about the appropriateness of Silver Seed for anyone else.
3. One reason for me to drop my typically-stealth approach to my work here is because I (along with
the Shield of KaLA) was granted evac resulting from a Aug 2016 Council petition. I'm not clear if I will
still be here until 2047, but every day I affirm and strengthen my freewill choice to impeccably evac
myself entirely from Melchizedek. I am leaving alone, without my twin. I am exiting Melchizedek
omnitemporally from this life. So why not speak out, right?
4. Another reason for me to drop stealth is because of what I saw in Rose's interview. I saw something
in her that I honestly can't remember ever seeing in any other mission, from any one. She claimed her
voice. That's not something I could ignore and still claim I am accountable for everything I experience.
Her interview moved me. I had to decide what to do. So I wrote Chris an email
(Sorry, for the length of this post. I have a hard time getting the hang of social media ... seems to want
to make it too easy to chop big things into bite-sized pieces.)

Feb 10, 2017
I can totally relate to what you're saying here. Things can get blurry. First let me be completely clear
about who is teaching the materials in this iteration of the mission. E'Asha is the one who brings in and
teaches.

Feb 14, 2017
Respectfully correcting this very common inaccuracy. K+8 is a moniker invented here in local
consciousness to deify people who carry gene code in the lines that were bred by either J12 or his twin
Marahari (our biblical names, but we were bred with compromised Melchizedeks prior to biblical
times).
In broader consciousness the "K8" label is understood to be part of the mythology that Melchizedek
has chosen to believe. It is not a "label" that is used in Council. It is associated with breeding (in many
cases through trickery or forcibly) with those who came in from Sun 8 to help Melchizedek avoid being
assimilated. And the hook is that this breeding will somehow lead to salvation for all.
Myself and my twin have unfortunately both been involved with this breeding. It has only made things
worse, not better. I am not aware of any others who came through Sun 8. But that does not rule out
the possibility. I do believe the vast majority of people on the Shield of KaLA came from Sun 6,7 or Sun
4,5. A few came from Sun 1. And a few more came from Sun 2,3.
There is nothing wrong with breeding between races. However, what has been happening here with
myself and my twin only dilutes the gene code and potential of all. It is symptomatic of the failure of
our mission. We were never supposed to breed. So, there never was supposed to be a "K plus 8" gene
code status.
Candidly, I now understand K+8 as more a strategy to spread the virus rather than to cure it. If K+8 was
such a panacea then how is it that every mission has failed? This breeding didn't start in biblical times.
It is understandable that many believe that J12's breeding is a path to salvation. There is a lot of
consciousness on this planet that worships him as a God. The contemporary teachings are drenched
with this mythology. And most people accept the teachings as the word of God.
Please take a moment and compare that belief it to the A&Rs, or the Virtues. It has literally been
taught in the contemporary teachings that "we would not have had a chance if it were not for the
breeding that Jesh did" ... really? Does that sound self-actualized, self-contained, self-sovereign, PaREi'-ta, Pa-SU'N ... I could go on and on.
The message that you ... a sovereign KRYSTHL being, an incarnated spark of God Source ... would be
lost/dust without the mythological breeding of savior ... well, that was never the mission. And the fact
that is now being taught is symptomatic of the level of compromise in the mission.
Please reconsider the foundational belief that K+8's are anything more than compromised gene code.
This is very similar to what was done to fall the Aquari, just on a much larger scale. Local consciousness
bred with Aquari and used the cross-bred individuals to infect that Aquari matrix (created Equari).
Similarly, this is an attempt to infect our home. I am standing in front of that and powerfully saying "No
thank you" because that is the best way to help Melchizedek and those of us on the Shield of KaLA who

came to try to help. (By the way, I'm not alone in this stance : ) But I do understand and respect how
my stand could be misinterpreted by people who have bought into that savior mythology.
Also, a simple definition of "Fallen" is anyone who has embodied a compromised Kathara grid. Note:
Everyone here is fallen. You can not have a physical body here that is not built with a compromised
Kathara grid. We are multiple levels into a Fall here (Procyus, the Rajna Lock sun in M31 fell to create
the Milky Way; then Tara fell/blew up to create/blend into this solar system to name just two of the
layers inside Mechizedek. Also note that M31 itself was pulled out of a fall and quarantined. The
Aquinos Re-gen nursery has been called Andromeda/M31. It is really a fallen part of another, larger
body. This is explained in FOL 07 DVD 1, worth really listening to the whole reading. But that part
specifically begins around timestamp 2:28:00)
The good news is there is a TON of information available on the planet to understand all of this. The
question is how many people are really studying what is here?
The objective (which I know to be achievable) is to re-embody an impeccable Kathara grid.
Respectfully, this needed to be said. It is not meant to be personal, rather to be authentic. Is there
room for that here?
just came back to re-read ... still rolling in the waves of this so I wanted to check my own encryption.
I'm going to leave this here because transparency is critical at this stage of the mission. But I have to
add that I see some of my own healing opportunities in what I typed above.
Easy thing would be to delete it ... but what good would that do? I was just sitting at my desk trying to
work on my website and I couldn't get this post out of my head. Took that as a sign to come back and
revisit.
So here's the result of my re-read ...
For hundreds of billions of years I have blamed Melchizedek for the issues that arose from the split I
chose to experience with my twin (which occurred in broader consciousness and omnitemporally
precedes our arrival here in Melchizedek). So, what I typed above includes those unhealed triggers.
The main one is whenever anyone identifies my twin as a deity which is how I interpreted Chris' post
(probably because he failed to mention that I have also been used to breed K+8).
You see, one of the main tools of the assimilation virus is to devalue and dismiss EirA while deifying
and elevating ManA. Hurts.
End result of this post ... I have a brand new batch of scalar wave patterns to trace-tag-heal-and-seal

when I do my techs tonight :)
Anyway ... social media ... is that an accurate name for what happens on Facebook?

Feb 20, 2014

Note, in the beginning of the teachings the family affiliations of both J12 & J9 included the
"JEVOH/JEHOV..." encryption. Also note that J9's family was identified (here and in other places in the
teachings) as "AHMBRA" ... hmmm ... J9 appears to be AlHumBra, and they both appear to have
affiliations with Jehovian family lines. (Remember Jehovani was the God Seed that monadically
reversed and gave us Metatron).
Also note the important detail at the very bottom of the page. The Covenant of Palaidor is the
"Covenant" referred to when people are talking about the Arc of the Covenant. Many people
erroneously assume that is the Emerald Covenant which is about the return to the Law of One. Nope.
It's the Palaidorian covenant which was orchestrated by the Ra Confederacy and included the creation
of the Turaneusiam race.

So how might this change your opinion of the teachings, if at all? Does this spark any discernments?
And the now for the potentially expansive questions ... :)
Does this help you see how we're all in the same boat? Does this make you consider that
fearing/blaming the "boogeyman" (and using those fears to drive separation) may not be a very
effective healing strategy?
(this post of material copyrighted to E'Asha Ashyana ARhAyas is made in accordance with Fair Use
copyright rules)
Feb 20, 2017
Yes. I have a deeply personal understanding of the reason for the long history of feuding between J12
and his twin (who was used to breed the "other grail line" with J9, which was part of a secret
arrangement between the MCEO and the Galactic Federation - pg 7 in the Christmas Story booklet).
Our feud has led to the failure of our mission here in Melchizedek. So, I agree that both grail lines have
a long history of viewing the "other" as "boogeymen"
But that is the broader mission. Focusing on local consciousness (Melchizedek) ... are you aware that
the MCEO incarnated in contemporary Earth is an Elohim order? SP1 says she is Elohim in the Egypt
Workshop.
DVD1 29:10 “We were a part of one of the Elohim Families”
DVD1 2:09:15 “Most people do not know I’m an Elohim”
In the Egypt Workshop SP1 reveals that she is pretending not to be Elohim at the beginning and end of
the first lecture.
DVD1 18:33 "I will begin to solidify all those concepts so you begin to understand who I am. There are
things that I have not released even in the workshops but I will release with this group ..."
DVD1 2:08:35 “Ive talked to this group at a higher level as far as no holds barred than I usually do. I
usually am very, very careful how much of my personal self I let you know about because I don’t want
to overwhelm you with a level of a paradigm of self-understanding that doesn’t make sense to you yet”
Could SP1 be trying to protect people here from understanding that we are *all* fallen?
Viewing this with a great deal of compassion it is totally understandable why she chose to pretend to
be Elohei while she was also teaching that Elohim are "the bad guys". But over the years did the

pretending get out of hand? That's for each person to decide for themselves.
And what about those in her trusted inner circle who knew the truth about the Elohim status of core
shield and facilitated the pretending? What accountability might they have?
There are other quotes from the Egypt WS where SP1 says that she represents herself as Elohei.
DVD1 29:15 “We are part of a family that calls itself Elohei because we retained a complete connection
to Source" *(see footnote below)
Again ... it is totally understandable why SP1 chose to conceal her Elohim identity. She had a big job to
do ... and it would be even more difficult to say "I'm Elohim and the Elohim family wars have brought
this matrix to the brink of extinction several times ... but here, please follow my teachings"
And if this race, this matrix ... and possibly Melchizedek itself is going to make the snap-shift turnaround that was discussed in the Aug 2014 workshop, then respectfully the origins and effects of the
pretending that was encrypted into the teachings from the beginning must be brought into the light of
day and understood.
There is great love in broader consciousness for Melchizedek and it's potential to heal. But the free will
choice of incarnates must be honored. And at the moment the shield appears to be using its free will
choice to avoid the difficult discernments (such as what I've mentioned here) and also to embrace the
shattered status of the local Indigo Shield.
Is there any chance for that to change???
* The idea of SP1 representing her part of the Elohim family as Elohei can also be
considered/understood by realizing that she was trained by the Priests of Ur. But her training occurred
in Hawaii.
Interesting because Hawaii is Lemurian grids ... so that should have been the Priests of MU. hmmm ...
The answer for this disconnect may appear in Voyagers where it was explained that a group of
remorseful Alanian former Preists of UR made their way over to Lemuria when they realized the
impending calamity on Tara.
So it makes sense for there to be some lingering Alanian Priests of UR on Lemurian grids on Earth.
Could SP1 be part of the group of remorseful Alanians who wanted to fix what happened on Tara?

(the Egypt WS has two versions. The very old version that was produced on VHS tape had a lot more
content (including video of the fieldtrips to the pyramids) so the time stamps may be different in that
version. These timestamps come from a DVD that I bought in 2011)

Feb 20, 2017
Simply put ...
I'm saying the fallen status of Elohim (as fallen Elohei) has been in the teachings from the beginning.
But for reasons only known to her, SP1 chose to pretend to be Elohei (respectfully based on her own
words in the Egypt WS)
And I'm wondering how different the mission might have gone without the pretending.

Feb 20, 2017
Also, there is plenty of evidence that this world is many layers into a fall. For example, Procyus (Rajna
Lock Sun in M31) fell to create the Milky Way Galaxy. And then parts of Tara fell to become blended
into this solar system. So that's two layers of fall right there.
We have also been taught many times that this entire Ecka-Veca is falling (2007 Workshops including
12 Tribes transcripts)
So, it would be reasonable to expect that people responsible for running this mission would be fallen
Elohim who are trying to fix the mess. I do think E'Asha began this mission to try to fix the problems.
I think the best chance for Jehovani/Metatron to heal would be if the Melchizedek God Seed was able
to turn this whole thing around. That's because Melchizedek is the #12 God Seed and therefore carries
max frequency which could fix reversals in the lower numbered God Seeds.
I do think there is still a chance for Melchizedek to heal. And I think a big step in that direction would
be maximizing the healing on this Shield which at the moment seems to be embracing a shattered
status.
Somehow the idea of healing among the various factions of what used to be the Indigo Shield has been

accepted as unhealthy, even dangerous. That's puzzling to me. But I accept the free will choice of
shield members.

Feb 22, 2017
Yes, there are many other paradigms in God Source.
But we're focused here, in a world/matrix/God Seed that is infected with the assimilation virus. So let's
look at what this "Assimilation Virus" is ... it's really pretty simple. The Kathara grid is the core radiation
template for the KRYSTHL material worlds. It has 15 flashline sequences of partiki phasing that literally
manifest the material worlds.
In virus infected worlds there is distortion in the Kathara grid. You can say that the "Assimilation Virus"
itself is a distorted Kathara grid which interferes with the proper functioning of the manifestation
process -- the flashlines are blocked, reflected, refracted, reversed ... all kinds of mutations.
And when manifestation happens on a distorted Kathara grid a lot of bad things can happen. One of
the main issues for us here is damaged Aparthi, which is morphogenetic energy receivers (basically our
senses). Sense is a responsibility in the A&Rs. We are supposed to have 12 senses online
(Transfiguration is a sense). But most people here have just 5 senses. Because we are all built with
damaged Kathara grids, we all suffer from a lack of senses to accurately detect *and manifest* our
shared hologram.
Remember we also project the manifest worlds through the transduction sequence which traverses
our morphogenetic fields which are built with damaged Kathara grids.
Another way to say this:
Damaged Kathara Grid = Fallen
Everyone breathing on this planet has a body built with a damaged Kathara grid (or you could not be
breathing on this planet)
So (and this is the part that is difficult for most to accept) everyone on this planet has experienced at
least one level of manifesting on a broken kathara grid. Everyone here is fallen.
(I think one reason this is so difficult for KSers to accept is because of the pretending not to be Elohim

that I discussed in another thread ... but let's stay focused : )
So ... you can see where there might be a lot of opportunity for really big problems. I watched my
interview and I immediately realized that was the first time I had ever spoken my understanding of the
virus out loud. So, I apologize that I did not do such a good job. Because the answer to your question
should have been delivered in the interview.
You are asking about the source for the damage to the Kathara grid and if it originated in the
Mechizedek God Seed. I can answer the second part definitively. No, the virus did not originate in
Mechizedek. However, I sincerely believe that Mechizedek may be using it's free will choice to choose
to be assimilated into the virus (primarily by using free will choice to avoid discernments, and
accountability and disappearing/or not using the basic teachings as I did discuss in the video).
The other part of your question is more complex ... did the damage to the Kathara grid afflict the
KRYSTHL worlds from some other paradigm in God Source (e.g. the Chaos paradigm, or some other)? I
honestly do not know the answer to that question.
Based on my current understanding, I would say it is equally possible that the virus originated inside a
KRYSTHL world as outside of one. I say this because of the fundamental paradox in the KRYSTHL codes
... Order with completely free will choice. That can create a situation where somehow freewill was
used to cause the first omnitemporal breach of the Kathara grid. So I just don't know how/where/when
this all started.
I hope that answers your question. Thank you for asking!

Feb 24, 2017
I think you got a copy of my biblical breeding chart. It is worth noticing that there were actually three
(not two) different birthdays for John the Baptist in the teachings (citations below).
Interesting to note that the one born in 46 BC would have been 15 at the time of the dark flowering
fictitious birthday (as was mentioned in the May 2012 WS). And somewhere in the teachings SP1
explains that they pronunciation of the Greek name Ioannes is "Jons" (spelled-out YonEs in Christmas
Story booklet).
Meanwhile, the version of John the Baptist known as Azuria would have been 11 at the time of the
Dark-flowering birthday.

46 BC Birth of Ioannes (John the Baptist)
2001-12 Real Christmas Story pg 5
2012-05 Sliders 12 Pt 3 Pillar of Peace (Final session approx 9 mins)
42 BC Birth of Azuria (John the Baptist)
2001 Masters Templar Stewardship pg 208-209
31 BC Birth of John the Baptist
1999 Voyagers 1 pg xxxix
2001 Masters Templar Stewardship pg 272
2012-05 Sliders 12 Pt 3 Pillar of Peace (Final session approx 9 mins)

